Super Sensing

Tomorrow's health monitors will collect more up-to-the-minute brain and body data than currently imaginable—even from a distance


Ohio State linebackers Joe Burger and Craig Fada crouch and then sprint up and down the fieldhouse. Next, they push blocking sleds, and later drag tires behind their bodies. All the while, laptops display their heart and breathing rates. During this demonstration, Josh Hagen—who leads the human performance and augmentation group at the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), head-quartered at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base near Dayton, Ohio—shows how sensors and rapid computation work together to track the athletes’ performance. 

In the Sense-Assess-Augment framework, scientists depend on advanced and accurate sensors. For example, Burger and Fada are each wearing a new sweat sensor, developed by AFRL, Cincinnati-based Eccrine Systems and CoreSyte in Great Falls, Virginia. It detects sodium and potassium levels in their sweat and wirelessly transmits the data to the laptops, which reveal the hydration levels of the athletes. 

Both elite athletes and soldiers “are on the pinnacle physically, and they’re not going to train less hard,” says Hagen. “They’re incredibly tough and incredibly well trained.” In fact, many of them will push themselves to the point of dropping, which benefits neither the soldier nor athlete, not to mention their squad or team. This means that both commanders and coaches must monitor their teams for safety, as well as performance.

RAISING EXPECTATIONS
Although millions swear by wearable technology to improve their fitness, many of today’s devices fall short for elite athletes and soldiers, who must elicit peak performance from their minds and bodies.

Some commercial devices work only for specific populations, such as newborns, or for specialized activities, such as golf gloves that track your swing, says Kyle Traver, who runs the cognitive performance optimization section of the Applied Neuroscience Branch at AFRL. Others only calculate ideal ranges based on averages from the general population, a strategy that fails to account for individual variation.

To enhance performance, the military and college and professional sports teams are turning to high-end wearables like the Zephyr system—composed of cardiac and breathing sensors sewn into a compression shirt—and the Catapult system, a car clicker–sized device that also fits into a compression shirt and captures the mechanical forces on their bodies.

When interpreting these streams of data, context is critical. “We want to identify how various populations differ physiologically, cognitively and biologically, and then tease out differences that influence training and healthcare,” Traver says. For example, people in the general population have varying concentrations of inflammatory biomarkers, but high levels can indicate infection or chronic disease among patients undergoing medical treatment. In elite performers, however, a low and narrow range of these inflammatory markers is the norm. Understanding the spectrum of functionality for each population will help to provide appropriate assessment, wellness, improvement of function and augmentation capabilities in the future.

SOUPED-UP SENSORS
Today, Hagen and other AFRL sports scientists and engineers work with experts at several companies and universities to develop novel wearable sensor technologies. Their hope is to create devices that will allow squadron leaders and coaches to quantify physical and cognitive readiness levels plus workload in real time for individual soldiers and athletes. As these experts develop the next generation of wearables, they are collaborating with football coaches and trainers at The Ohio State University and military commanders to test and optimize them.

In an effort to bring current wearable technology to the next level, 711th Human Performance Wing chief scientist Rajesh Naik and materials engineer Benjamin Leever are at work on a new type of sensor with the ability to detect biomarkers in sweat and saliva. 

For years, tests on blood and other bodily fluids have been available to quantify biomolecules that reveal information about a person’s health. These include products that measure blood sugar to detect early signs of diabetes, saliva to assess hormone imbalance, and urine to identify pregnancy, kidney disease or infection. Such tests can also sense biomolecules that indicate physical and emotional stress. But with these results, “you’re getting feedback from 10 minutes or half an hour ago—you’re not getting instant feedback about the immediate state of the individual,” Leever points out. “We just don’t have wearable technology today to accomplish this task.”

Aiming to make up-to-the-minute sensors a reality, Leever is leading an effort to fabricate flexible hybrid electronics. Conventional electronics are rigid and need to be packaged in hard shells, such as OtterBox cases for cellphones, to protect their breakable components. Instead, “we’re trying to maintain the base electronics performance but de�liver the capability in a form factor that conforms to our body,” Leever says. The trick is to use flexible hybrid electronics, which combine ultrathin, flexible integrated circuits manufactured in conventional ways with 3D-printed electronic components with conductive and chemically active inks that are layered on flexible plastic or fabric. 

Naik and Leever intend to develop flexible hybrid electronics with the capacity to test for biomolecules that indicate physical, cognitive and emotional performance. For example, a sweat sensor absorbs moisture from the skin and directs it into a microfluidic channel, Naik explains. After traveling that ultrathin channel, it’s steered through tiny valves to a sensor made of carbon nanotubes, graphene or zinc oxide, which would react to produce an electronic signal, triggering a radio signal that then travels to a monitoring device.

NEARING NONCONTACT
Down the road, coaches and commanders might not even need to outfit their athletes with wearables to see how their bodies are performing. AFRL scien�tists, for instance, are investigating an off-body sensor that works by noncontact photoplethysmography, in which a camera takes a digital image to assess blood circulating just beneath an operator’s cheekbones. A computer algorithm then filters out specific visible-spectrum values to quantify how much oxygen the blood is carrying. Another off-body sensor the team is exploring uses laser vibrometry to measure muscle movements and perspiration levels.

Data interpretation also needs to get simpler, Hagen says. Today it takes scientists, or at least expert coaches and commanders, to interpret the data. But in the future, athletes could read real-time signals from their own body, and know within a few seconds that it’s time to rest or to drink something. And when the practice or training session is over, Hagen explains, the monitoring must continue to ensure peak performance.

“I want them to track recovery and know with high certainty their system is 100% good to go,” Hagen says. Knowing that depends on proper collection of the right data, gathered in the least invasive, most natural ways possible.

